
Have you looked online? 

The world’s most trusted ONLINE reference  
FREE through your library and in your living room!
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Have you looked online?
www.oup.com/online/library

A library in your pocket... 

COmpETITION 
Win books worth £50

artmusicpeoplewordseverything!

Why not enter our regular competition? Answer a few simple 
questions using the resources for a chance to win either £50 
worth of Oxford University Press books or one of a great 
range of other prizes.

Details of the competition can be found at  
www.oup.com/online/library/quiz

A library in your living room
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Free access from home

online

The online resources published by Oxford University Press 
can help, and your public library subscribes to them.

This means that you can use them, FREE of CHARGE, 
either within the library OR from home using your library 
card to find a trustworthy answer to virtually any question.

All the reference works are based on well-researched 
books - including some of the world’s most famous and 
respected reference works, like the 20-volume Oxford 
English Dictionary and the 60-volume Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography, as well as over 185 individual Oxford 
subject dictionaries from archaeology to zoology. 

•	You have access 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, inside the 
library, or at home, by logging in with your library card to 
your chosen Oxford website or via your library website 

•	 Visit your library website for more details,  
ask your librarian, or look at the list of libraries at:  
www.oup.com/online/library for a full list 
of subscribing libraries, links to library websites, 
‘how to’ guides, and further information

•	 If you get stuck, the sites themselves offer lots of help, ask 
your librarian, or email us: onlinemarketing@oup.com

@OEDonline

@odnb

@OxfordWords

@oxfordreference

Listen to a life with the free Oxford DNB podcasts.

Watch us on YouTube and learn more about these 
wonderful resources: www.youtube.com/OUpacademic
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Take a look: www.oup.com/online/library

A library in your living room

Ever wanted to take the whole reference shelf home,  
to explore a subject more fully?

Want an answer from a publisher you can trust, to a question 
on art, music, people, words, everything, and anything?

Would you like access to hundreds of reference books in  
the library or from home, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week?
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The online editions of these reference 
works from Oxford offer FLExIBLE 
sEARCHING, FROm ANyWHERE, 24/7!

Follow us on



A library in your living room

The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography contains 
over 58,000 biographies of anyone who was anyone in 
British history, from the Romans to the 21st century. 

Meticulously researched biographies of people from all walks of 
life - not just the great and the good - let you explore historical 
events through the lives of the people involved. From film stars 
to physicists, landed gentry to local heroes, and missionaries to 
millionaires, all human life is here. Beautifully illustrated, the Oxford 
DNB includes over 10,800 portraits putting faces to the stories.

Everyone! It is the first place to look for anyone 
interested in British history whether you’re... 

•	 Checking facts – where and when was someone born, 
educated, buried? 

•	 Delving into local history – search for people by town, 
village, or even at street level

•	 Researching a school project – with features on topics 
such as the Fire of London and Life on the Home Front

•	 Exploring groups of people – read hundreds of essays  
on networks like the Gunpowder Plotters, Chartists,  
and Suffragettes

Who is 
the Oxford 

DNB for?

Take a look: www.oxforddnb.com4 5

What can I find out?
•	Search by location - discover who has connections with your local area

•	 Interested in a particular profession? Search by field of interest

•	Find historical figures who share your name

•	Discover which people from the past share your birthday

•	Find lists of office holders such as prime ministers, kings and queens,  
Oscar winners, and sporting heroes - and then with one click explore their lives

•	Listen to a life by downloading regular episodes from the free biography podcast

What is  
the Oxford  
Dictionary 
of National 
Biography?

How do I access the Oxford DNB?

The web address for the Oxford DNB is: www.oxforddnb.com  

You can log in by typing your library card number into the login box.  Visit your 
library website for more details, ask your librarian, or look at the list of libraries at: 
www.oup.com/online/library

Free access from home

people
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words
A library in your living room

The Oxford English Dictionary is ‘the greatest 
dictionary in any language’ (Daily Telegraph), tracing the 
evolution of more than 600,000 words over the last 1,500 years.   
The OED is a historical dictionary and now includes the 
Historical Thesaurus of the OED: it illustrates how a word is used, 
and how the meaning of a word has changed over time by 
quoting from source material – from film scripts to wills, classic 
literature to blogs.  Importantly it aims to trace the first known 
use of every sense of every word, so that it can accurately 
show when a word first entered the language.  
It is absolutely unique. 

Everyone who wants to know the meaning,  
history, or pronunciation of any word in English,  
from earliest English to the present day.  

•	 students and professionals in any field – the OED 
contains over 600,000 word definitions covering every subject

•	 Not just for speakers of the Queen’s English – the 
OED covers all kinds of English, from all over the world, in all 
periods of history, from slang on the street, to lawyers and lords

•	 Language lovers and word game enthusiasts 

Who is the 
Oxford 

English 
Dictionary 

for?

Free access from home6 7

What can I find out?
•	 Discover when and where a word first came into the language – each entry 

tells you about the word’s origin, variant spellings, and the quotations illustrate how its  
use has changed over time

•	 A word on the tip of your tongue?  The largest thesaurus in the world allows you 
to explore similar words through time from the roots of English to the present day

•	 Find out who contributes to the OED – from readers all over the world, to famous 
contributors like J.R.R.Tolkien 

What is 
the Oxford 
English 
Dictionary?

How do I access the OED?

The web address for the OED is: www.oed.com  

You can log in by typing your library card number into the login box.  Visit your 
library website for more details, ask your librarian, or look at the list of libraries at: 
www.oup.com/online/library

Sky scraper was a 

triangular sail, and 

a tall hat, horse, 

and man long 

before it became  

a tall building.

Explore the top 

1,000 authors  

and works quoted 

in the OED

Oxford  
English 
Dictionary 

Take a look: www.oed.com



Free access from home
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Oxford Reference can tell you almost anything  
about everything!

Oxford Reference is a vast collection of subject dictionaries, reference 
books, and award winning Oxford Companions and encyclopedias 
offering over 1.4 million facts and definitions, many of them illustrated. 
From food and drink to science fiction, the range of subjects covered 
is enormous! Oxford Reference also contains bilingual dictionaries and a 
range of English dictionaries and thesauruses. 

Anyone looking for facts and information about any subject. From folklore 
to military history, you’re bound to find what you’re looking for

•	 Fact finders and researchers – articles are written and checked by leading 
academics, giving you speedy and accurate answers

•	 Language learners – the bilingual dictionaries in Oxford Reference can help you find 
the phrases you need to help you at work, school, or on holiday

•	 Essay writers and authors – make the most of your writing skills with the help of 
the essential language reference books in Oxford Reference 

•	 Teachers and teenagers – the breadth of topics covered make Oxford Reference 
the ultimate resource for homework.  And you can be sure you’re quoting from a 
recognized and trusted source

Who is Oxford Reference for?

Take a look: www.oxfordreference.com8 9

What can I find out?
•	 The meaning of everything! – from astronomy to zoology, Oxford Reference has 

every aspect of science covered

•	 Topical timelines guide you through the historical development of a range of subjects 
– from the ancient world to British prime ministers

•	 What’s in a name? From Diddlebury to Ullock, the name dictionaries in  
Oxford Reference tell you the meanings behind the names of people and places

•	 Improve your geography – explore the globe, with the range of illustrated maps and flags

•	 Who said that? (and when and why!) – dive into a wealth of quotations to find out 
the answer! 

And much, much more!

What is 
Oxford 
Reference?

How do I access Oxford Reference?
The web address for Oxford Reference is 
www.oxfordreference.com

You can log in by typing your library card number into the login box.  Visit your 
library website for more details, ask your librarian, or look at the list of libraries at: 
www.oup.com/online/library

Oxford  
Reference



What can I find out?
•	How to pronounce aquilegia and ballet? You can click the icon 

to hear how a word is pronounced.

•	Explore words by meaning and subject using categories – for example, 
there are over 170 types of light listed from Aldis lamp to wax lamp!

•	Find words of spanish origin using the advanced search and broaden your 
vocabulary with fascinating and wonderful words from the Vocabulary Builder 

•	Advice on putting together an effective job application letter and CV –
complete with downloadable examples to use

And much, much more!

Free access from home

A library in your living room

Oxford Dictionaries Pro provides up-to-date online 
English dictionaries, thesauruses, and writing guidance 
from the world’s most trusted dictionaries.  

It offers quick-search access to definitions of words, phrases, and 
idioms, with expert advice on style, usage, grammar, and spelling; 
plus specialist guides for legal and technical writing.

Who is Oxford 
Dictionaries 

Pro for?

Take a look: www.oxforddictionaries.com10 11

What is 
Oxford 
Dictionaries 
Pro?

How do I access Oxford Dictionaries Pro?
The web address for Oxford Dictionaries is:  
www.oxforddictionaries.com where you can freely quick search definitions of 
words and get practical help with writing.  However to access all the additional features 
in Oxford Dictionaries pro you must log in using your library card number or through 
your public library website.  For a full list of libraries with access visit:  
www.oup.com/online/library

write
Oxford 
Dictionaries
Pro

Everyone needs an English dictionary, but 
Oxford Dictionaries Pro provides that added 
extra for …

•	writers, copyeditors, and business professionals
– enrich creative writing and prepare documents for  
publication or compile professional reports 

•	teachers and students – grammar and punctuation
help, plus 1.9 million example sentences to show how 
a word is used in English today

•	Language lovers, non-native speakers of
English, and word game enthusiasts – style  
and usage guides, quick spelling tips, and word puzzles 
and games

Articles about words and language, interactive features, and competitions

@OxfordWords



Free access from home

Also available online...

Who’s Who and Who Was Who
Published every year since 1849, Who’s Who is the leading source of up-to-date information about 
over 33,000 influential people in British public life today. Who Was Who collects together the entries 
of over 100,000 people, now deceased, who were included in previous editions of Who’s Who.

•	 Checking facts – discover where someone was educated, their career history, and their 
family background, and find contact details of how to get in touch

•	 Connecting with famous people - find out who went to your old school or university, 
or who else holds the same causes dear

•	 Who lives in your town – search by location to find out which important people have 
connections with your local area

www.ukwhoswho.com

Oxford Language Dictionaries Online
This powerful website gives you online access to Oxford’s acclaimed bilingual dictionaries in 
Chinese, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Russian to support translation and language learning.

•	 Find translations for millions of words and phrases

•	 Listen to how words should sound

•	 Download sample letters, CVs, and emails

•	 Learn about life and culture around the world

www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com

Take a look: www.oup.com/online/library12 13
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your library may also provide access to some of the following resources;  
check your library website for details, or visit www.oup.com/online/library to see 
a list of the Oxford reference works your library subscribes to.

Grove Art Online
Perfect for anyone with an interest in pictures and paintings, ceramics and sculpture, fashion 
and furniture, gardening, architecture, graphic design , photography, or any other aspect of the 
visual arts.

•	 The people behind the paintings – with over 21,000 biographies, from Beatrix Potter  
to Picasso

•	Find inspiration in over 5,000 images of art and artefacts. Read about the people and 
movements that created them, and the techniques that were used

•	 Need help with homework or research?  Grove Art Online is written by the leading 
experts in their subject, so you can be sure the information you receive is trustworthy

www.oxfordartonline.com

Grove Music Online
Whether you are interested in opera or musicals, didgeridoos or dance Grove Music Online 
is the world’s leading online reference resource for all aspects of music, from the earliest 
beginnings to the present day.

•	 The people behind the music – with over 21,000 of composers, conductors, musicians, 
and more

•	 music from around the world – overview entries guide you through the music from 
every country of the world

www.oxfordmusiconline.com



pEOpLE: Oxford Dictionary of National Biography  
www.oxforddnb.com

WORDs: Oxford English Dictionary   
www.oed.com

EVERyTHING! Oxford Reference 
www.oxfordreference.com

WRITE: Oxford Dictionaries pro 
www.oxforddictionaries.com

mUsIC: www.oxfordmusiconline.com

ART: www.oxfordartonline.com
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Researching local or family history?
•	 Delve into local history with the Oxford DNB – search for people by place and 

date of birth, education, occupation and religious affiliation, town, village or even at  
street level

•	 Oxford Reference includes dictionaries of Place Names, First Names, Surnames, World 
Place Names, London Place Names, and more

•	 What did your great grandfather do?  Explore the meaning of old professions 
through the Oxford English Dictionary – blacksmith is easy, but what if he were a ‘whitesmith’? 

Writing reports, speeches, or even quizzes?
•	 Oxford Dictionaries Pro offers practical writing help, as well as giving up-to-date 

dictionary definitions

•	The subject dictionaries in Oxford Reference provide well researched facts across a  
huge range. Longer entries provide deeper answers.

•	Need a bon mot from a celebrity? The world famous Oxford Dictionary of Quotations 
(and other more specific quotation dictionaries) will provide the ultimate answer to the 
question ‘Who said that?’ (and when and why)

Find the answer with the world’s most trusted 
reference, online:

In a reading group? Love period drama?   
Great lives behind the best stories…
•	 meet the author – Oxford DNB biographies will give you potted histories of your favourite 

writers

•	 Real people in fiction – expert biographies provide background and context to historical 
figures in popular novels and films– from the characters in Wolf Hall to Brian Clough in The 
Damned United

•	 Famous literary networks – find out about the writer’s groups in history: the Angry Young 
Men, the Inklings, War Poets, and more

Need help with your homework or studies?
•	 stuck writing an essay or coursework? The Oxford resources available are written by 

named experts, so you can be sure that the information provided is trustworthy

•	The resources often provide a springboard for further research, giving you an overview 
of a topic, and then like the best teachers, lead you to carefully chosen related articles for 
you to explore more fully

question?

A library in your living room
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